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The Water Cycle by Jon Adam, Harcourt (Level 2)*
Tugboats by Ellen Ungaro, Newbridge (early)*
Turn on a Faucet by Brian Birchall, National Geographic Windows on Literacy*
Water as a Gas by Helen Frost, Pebble Books, Capstone Press*
Water as a Liquid by Helen Frost, Pebble Books, Capstone Press*
Water as a Solid by Helen Frost, Pebble Books, Capstone Press*
Water at Work by Shirley Frederick, Harcourt (Level 2)
Water Can Be by Christina Wildson, Outside the Box (emergent)*
Water Can Change by Brian Birchall, National Geographic Windows on Literacy (fluent)*
Water Changes by Brenda Parkes, Discovery Links®, Newbridge (emergent)*
Water Changes by Josh Weinstein, Harcourt (Level K)
Water’s Journey by F. R. Robinson, Harcourt (Level 1)*
We Need Water by Helen Frost, Pebble Books, Capstone Press (emergent)*
We Need Water by Margaret Mooney, Discovery Links®, Newbridge (emergent)*

What Can Water Do? by Inez Corroll, Harcourt *
What Floats? by Rebel Williams, TWiG®, Wright Group (Red)
What Floats? What Sinks? by Margie Burton, Cathy French & Tammy Jones, Benchmark (early)*
What is Water by Lisa Trumbauer, Newbridge (upper emergent)
What Pushes? What Pulls? by Margie Burton, Cathy French & Tammy Jones, Benchmark (early)*
What Will Float? by Fred & Jeanne Biddulph, SUNSHINE™, Wright Group (Level 1)*
What's on the Ships? by Harley Chan, National Geographic Windows on Literacy (early)*
Where Does the Water Go? by Mario Lucca, National Geographic Windows on Literacy (fluent)*
Where Does the Water Go? by William Anton, Discovery Links®, Newbridge (early)*
World of Water by William T. Ryan, Discovery Links®, Newbridge (fluent)

Writing–Modeling–Graphing–Recording Data–Communication

Scholastic Learning Centers—Writing*
All Kinds of Books by Susan Canizares & Betsey Chessen
Signs by Susan Canizares & Pamela Chanko
Ted and Huggly by Susan Canizares & Samantha Berger
Why Write by Daniel Moreton & Samantha Berger

Writing Places by Pamela Chanko

Scholastic Learning Centers—Art Center*
Animal Sculpture by Susan Canizares
Apples by Samantha Berger
Clay Art by Pamela Chanko
In A Painting by Susan Canizares
What Do Artists Use? by Susan Canizares

* Teacher Favorites
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A Writers Work by Diana Noonan, Wright Group (early fluency) *
Class Teddy Bear by Belle Perez, National Geographic Windows on Literacy
Come to My Party by Steward Gardiner, National Geographic (emergent) *
I Can Write by Rozanne Lanczak Williams, Creative Teaching Press
I Write by Jillian Cutting, SUNSHINE™, Wright Group (emergent)
Let’s Draw by Carlie Todoro, Rosen (upper emergent)*

Making A Weather Chart by Hamish Dawson, KinderStarters, Rigby
My Book by Ann Wilson, SUNSHINE™, Wright Group (emergent)
Send a Message by Dan Greenberg, Newbridge (fluem)*
Sharing News by Cynthia Rothman, Newbridge (early)*
You Can Make a Memory Scrapbook by Cathy French, Benchmark (early)*

* Teacher Favorites